
NC Charter Chatter: October 31, 2020

In this edition of NC Charter Chatter, we share clarifications around
issues that have caused much confusion for NC charters: Read to
Achieve reporting requirements and parental notification for Title I
schools. Also, read on for the latest polling data as we head into

the final days of Election 2020.
Join us as we advocate for North Carolina's charter schools!

Visit the Coalition's website!

New confusion over Read to Achieve reporting
What are charters required to do?

Recent weeks have introduced considerable
confusion for charters regarding their flexibility
with Read to Achieve. This month, concerns
emerged over what appeared to be a new data
collection and reporting requirement for
charter schools.

A memo sent October 9 (K-3 Formative &
Diagnostic Assessment Data Sharing) from

DPI indicated that all public school units should submit data for Read to Achieve
K-3 assessments.

Noting that this would have represented a change in reporting requirements--and
a clear instance of regulatory creep--the Coalition worked quickly behind the
scenes to obtain answers. The Coalition confirmed that charters would not be
required to submit assessment data (other than the third-grade proficiency data,
which has always been required). On October 23, Amy Rhyne, Director of DPI's
Office of Early Learning, sent a letter clarifying the reporting flexibility. She wrote:
"Because legislation does not require charter schools to use the assessments
designated by the state to measure K-3 reading performance, charter schools are
not required to submit data for the K-3 diagnostic assessments used. Please
disregard the request to submit these data."

October confusion followed another Read to Achieve mishap this summer. A
July memo from DPI outlined the State Board of Education-approved list of Read
to Achieve formative/diagnostic assessments for "districts and charters," leading
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charters to question whether they still maintained freedom to choose their own
assessments. In this instance, the Coalition also worked quickly to get clarification
from DPI, ensuring that charters did, in fact, retain flexibility to use the K-3
assessments of their own choosing.

Know that the Coalition is always watching and monitoring, working to protect
charters' autonomy and guard against regulatory creep. We seek clarification
quickly when directives threaten charter flexibility or contradict past practice and
state statute. A rallying cry: Show us the statute! The Coalition is committed to
safeguarding your autonomy as charters.

Title I, parental notification &"highly qualified" teachers
The Coalition seeks federal clarification on an unintended

regulatory problem

How should a Title I charter school notify parents when a teacher does not hold a
NC Teacher's License? The form and frequency of such notifications emerged
this month as a new and problematic issue, threatening charter flexibility with
regard to teacher hiring.

Charter flexibility regarding "highly qualified" teachers was negotiated as part of
North Carolina's original 1996 charter law, so it is enshrined in state statute. The
compromise in statute--that 50% of teachers in charter schools should hold a
state license--has afforded NC charters significant flexibility in hiring across the
years.

However, this state-level charter flexibility is at odds with the federal definition of a
"highly qualified" teacher, which stipulates "full state certification or licensure."

This year, for the first time, the Federal Program Monitoring & Support Division at
DPI has told several NC charter schools that in order to maintain their eligibility
for Title I, Part A funding, they must notify parents every four weeks if their child is
being taught by a teacher without a NC Teacher's License. This new enforcement
by DPI's Federal Program Monitoring & Support Division of parental Right-to-
Know, via monthly notification, creates a tremendous amount of unnecessary
paperwork and undermines the spirit of charters' hiring flexibility.

When she learned of this regulatory enforcement
action, Lindalyn reached out directly to the US
Department of Education for clarification, first
contacting a program officer within Student
Achievement and School Accounability Programs, and
later, sending a letter to Secretary Betsy DeVos.

On Tuesday of this past week, Lindalyn met with
Secretary DeVos (pictured in the photo to the right)
and her staff. Sec. DeVos was in Fayetteville for a
school choice roundtable event; read an article in the
Fayetteville Observer about that event here.

In her letter to Sec. DeVos, Lindalyn affirmed the
importance of informing parents about teacher qualifications but suggested an
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alternate route for fulfilling this directive: adding the Right-to-Know statement in
the parent-student handbook referencing charter flexibility, and providing a
disclaimer that students may be taught by a teacher who is qualified by other
means. Alternatively, Lindalyn noted that the federal definition of "highly qualified"
could be changed--by removing the state licensing requirement and adding
confirmation of successful student achievement instead.

We will let you know when we hear back from USDOE. The Coalition is looking
out for you!

Election 2020 update
The latest on polling data, voter palm cards, and more

On October 29, Civitas Institute released its latest Election 2020 poll, assessing
the views of 504 likely voters across North Carolina (32% Republican, 38%
Democrat, 28% Unaffiliated). The poll was conducted between October 22-25.

Access the full poll findings here.

Polling data just days away from the election point to multiple close races,
especially with regard to North Carolina's Council of State offices. The latest
polling in the race for State Superintendent of Public Instruction, for instance,
shows a three-point lead for Democrat Jen Mangrum (but within the poll's margin
of error).

Here's the latest breakdown of voters' intentions in the race for State
Superintendent:

Definitely Truitt 41%
Probably Truitt 1%
Definitely Mangrum 44%
Probably Mangrum 1%
Undecided 13%
Total Truitt 42%
Total Mangrum 45%

Civitas results show how support has shifted and coalesced as voters have made
up their minds in the State Superintendent race. Both August and September
polls showed a dead heat in overall support for the candidates. In August,
Catherine Truitt had a higher percentage of "definite" voters than Jen Mangrum;
however, since August, Mangrum has converted more probable and undecided
voters into "definite" supporters. There is plenty of room for movement in this
race, however: A high percentage of voters (13%) remain undecided.

A screenshot from the latest Civitas poll release:
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A screenshot graphic from the Civitas polling webinar:

Coalition voter palm cards
The Coalition has sent out more than 60,000 voter palm cards across North
Carolina, highlighting statewide and regional candidates who support fair funding
and autonomy for charters. As individuals, please help educate voters by
continuing to push these cards out on your social media channels, and sharing
them with family and friends!

Access a list of the education regions here and a map of the education
regions here. Access palm cards for: Region 1, Region 2, Region 3, Region 4,
Region 5, Region 6, Region 7, Region 8. Voter palm cards are also posted, by
region, on the Coalition's website. Responses from the Coalition's 2020 Candidate
Questionnaires are posted on our website. You can access aggregated candidate
responses as well as a web page that links to individual questionnaires.

We've said it many times, but it bears repeating: Elections have consequences.
Election 2020 will impact North Carolina charter schools in myriad ways, in the
short and long-term. Please vote!

North Carolina Coalition for Charter Schools
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